
Algebra Syllabus 
*Class Description:  
 
Algebra 1—This course is designed to prepare students for Geometry and Algebra II. The course includes 
roughly the second half of the 8th Grade Math content, as well as all the content for Algebra I. Because of the 
pace and depth of the course content, it is recommended that students enrolling in this class have demonstrated 
deep understanding of the mathematical content and flexible problem-solving skills in their prior course work. 
This course earns 1 Carnegie Unit toward graduation. You must maintain at least an 85 average in this course. 
Students in Algebra 1 will take 2 STATE TESTS IN MAY: 7th grade math and Algebra 1. 
 
*Materials needed for class: Each student needs to have these materials with them daily. 
ALL STUDENTS: Binder, Pencils (lead, erasers, pencil sharpeners), Pens, Earbuds, Dry Erase Markers, 
protractor, highlighter, colored pencils,  
 
ALGEBRA STUDENTS: Graphing Calculator (TI-83 or TI-84) We have a class set. 
** We also use the DESMOS online testing calculator.  
ONLINE: https://www.desmos.com/testing/mississippi/graphing 
PHONE APP: Desmos Test Mode (must be this one) Select Mississippi for Assessment (this can be used outside 
the classroom) 
 
 
 
 
*Grading Scale: 
Minor 34%—Classwork Grades, Homework Grades 
Major 66%— Quizzes (1 major) Test (2 major) 
** If the teacher feels the student is not ready for the course or is struggling to keep up, a conference will be 
set up to discuss moving them to a slower paced course (i.e. compacted 7th  to regular or Algebra 1 to 
compacted 7th) 
 
*Websites We Use:  
Canvas (link found on MMS website) (this webpage will include a link to Desmos online calculator)  
Clever (this website includes our textbook (BIM), IXL, and Mastery Connect) 
 
Parent Canvas – All materials/info will be loaded on this website. (i.e. Notes, calendar) Parents can create their 
own canvas page to follow your own child’s classes. When selecting the Canvas icon on the MMS page at the 
top right you will see “Parent of Canvas user”. Click here to create your account. 
 
*Test/Quizzes:  
The students will be given an appropriate amount of time to complete test and quizzes. Since the state test is 
timed, practicing with time constraints will help the students stay calmer when it comes to state testing. NO 
NEED TO STRESS!! If they have studied and prepared for the tests or quizzes, they will have no problem 
completing them during the given time. Once everyone has completed the test/quiz the correct answers will 
be available for you to view. 
 
 
 
 
 



Algebra Syllabus 
*Remind Login Information: 
 

CODE (text code to 81010) 
@evansalg7 

 
 
  
My email is kathleen.evans@madison-schools.com  or you can email me on Canvas 
 
I am looking forward to a fabulous year with you and your child.  
 
      Katie Evans 
 


